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One of the most challenging barriers in education today is identifying school leaders who can successfully lead turnarounds of persistently low-achieving public schools. Evidence from states and districts across the country suggests that the traditional principal pool is already stretched to capacity and likely cannot supply enough leaders to fix failing schools.

At the same time, potentially thousands of leaders capable of managing successful turnarounds in public schools work outside education, in nonprofit and health organizations, the military, and the private sector. If only a small proportion of those leaders used their talents in education, the supply of school turnaround leaders would increase significantly.

Critical questions for education and policy leaders, therefore, are how to import leadership talent into the education sector successfully, and what types of support and training imported leaders will need to succeed in the school turnaround setting.

In this report, we explore lessons about when and how organizations in other sectors import leadership, including what it takes to tempt people away and how firms help make leaders successful in a new setting. We then consider likely challenges and critical next steps for applying those lessons to importing leaders for turnarounds of chronically failing schools. Figure 1 on page 11 summarizes our key recommendations.
In recent years, national, state, and local leaders have dramatically increased their focus on the needs of students in failing schools—those that consistently struggle to help a significant portion of their students meet grade-level standards and prepare for later success. The Obama administration has called upon the country to turn around 5,000 of its worst-performing schools, and has committed nearly $10 billion to engage state and local officials in the effort. In addition, Congress and the federal Department of Education have altered the options available under federal law to encourage state, district, and school leaders to use much more dramatic interventions in persistently struggling schools. Education Secretary Arne Duncan has said, "As a country, we need to get into the turnaround business."  

The role of leadership in successful turnarounds

Three of the four options available under the federal School Improvement Grant program and the competitive Race to the Top grant program require districts to replace top leadership in persistently low-achieving schools. A large number of state accountability systems also require new leadership in failing schools. These requirements are consistent with approaches to dramatic change outside education, where cross-industry research indicates that as many as 70 percent of successful turnarounds begin with a change in top leadership.  

Initial research suggests that successful leaders in the turnaround setting—whether they serve at the helm of struggling schools or other organizations—possess competencies different from successful leaders in already high-performing organizations (see Sidebar 1).  

### Sidebar 1. Competencies of a Turnaround Leader

- **Driving for Results** — the turnaround leader’s strong desire to achieve outstanding results and the task-oriented actions required for success.
- **Influencing for Results** — motivating others and influencing their thinking and behavior to obtain results. Turnaround leaders cannot accomplish change alone, but instead must rely on the work of others.
- **Problem-Solving** — including analysis of data to inform decisions, making clear, logical plans that people can follow, and ensuring a strong connection between school learning goals and classroom activity.
- **Showing Confidence to Lead** — staying visibly focused, committed, and self-assured despite the barrage of personal and professional attacks common during turnarounds.

These patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting enable them to take on more dramatic change in shorter periods of time, and amid more controversy, than leaders in other settings. Cross-sector research also suggests that successful turnaround leaders take a common set of actions to dramatically improve organizations. These actions are different from the typical leadership behaviors in organizations that are already performing well (see Sidebar 2). These two considerations—the underlying competencies and patterns of action that make leaders successful in the turnaround setting—necessarily limit the pool of current leadership candidates who will be able to successfully lead dramatic transformations in failing schools.

Within the education sector, experience to date suggests that the current talent pipelines are inadequate to supply effective leaders for every persistently low-performing school. Effective turnaround leaders are rare enough in settings where turnarounds are more

**Sidebar 2. Leader Actions in a Turnaround**

Turnaround leaders make clear action plans so that everyone knows what to do differently, and they:

- **Focus on a Few Early Wins.** Successful turnaround leaders choose a few high-priority goals with visible payoffs, and use early success to gain momentum, motivate staff, and disempower naysayers. These wins relate to high-priority, not peripheral, elements of organization performance. In schools, examples might include achieving very high attendance and low disciplinary rates in the first two months of the school year; or making huge leaps in learning progress in a targeted academic area, such as aiming by the end of the first semester to have 90 percent of fifth-graders on track to make grade level by year’s end.

- **Break Organizational Norms.** In a failing organization, existing practices contribute to failure. Successful turnaround leaders break rules and norms. Deviating to achieve early wins shows that new action gets new results.

- **Push Rapid-Fire Experimentation.** Turnaround leaders press a fast cycle of trying new tactics, discarding failed tactics, and investing more in what works. They resist touting mere progress as ultimate success.

- **Get the Right Staff, Right the Remainder.** Successful turnaround leaders typically do not replace all or even most staff at the start, but they often replace some key leaders to help organize and drive change. For remaining staff, change is mandatory, not optional.

- **Drive Decisions with Open-Air Data.** Successful turnaround leaders are focused, fearless data hounds. They choose their initial goals based on rigorous analysis. They report key staff results visibly and often. They require all staff who participate in decision-making to share periodic results in open-air sessions, shifting discussions from excuse-making and blaming to problem-solving.

- **Lead a Turnaround Campaign.** Leaders use a consistent combination of motivating and maneuvering tactics that include communicating a positive vision of success; helping staff personally feel the problems customers feel; working through key influencers; and silencing critics with speedy success.

commonplace. Across sectors, as many as 70 percent of major change efforts are unsuccessful, because the challenges created by persistent failure are so enormous. Leaders with the competencies and drive to effect a turnaround are likely even rarer within education, where a web of local, state, and federal policy limits principals’ autonomy to make big changes, and the sector as a whole fails to systematically offer recognition and rewards for success.

Untapped talent pools

Potentially thousands of leaders who are capable of leading successful turnarounds in public schools work outside the education setting, including leaders from hospitals and other health organizations, nonprofit and private community organizations, former members of the military, and the private sector. If states, districts, and schools were able to recruit only a small percentage of those leaders to serve in education, we could vastly increase our supply of talent for turnaround schools. But with limited exceptions, the education system has been hesitant for years to accept “non-traditional” candidates who do not follow the typical path to the principalship—progressing from teacher preparation programs, through classroom teaching, to university-based administration programs (see Sidebar 3). To meet the turnaround leader need, some policymakers and education leaders may begin to tap external pipelines for the first time. In these states and districts, the key question then becomes: How can we import and prepare proven leaders who have demonstrated turnaround actions and competencies in other sectors, but who may not yet possess knowledge of educational practices? To answer, we turned to lessons from other sectors about importing leadership talent and providing the training and support that leaders need to switch sectors and organizations successfully.
SIDEBAR 3. Today’s “Importers” in Education

A handful of programs saw early on the value of importing leaders from other sectors to bring needed talent and experience to the K–12 public education setting. These organizations have imported leadership candidates from outside education to serve as turnaround principals and district- and state-level leaders for several years. For example:

**New Leaders for New Schools** (NLNS) is a nonprofit organization designed to attract, prepare, and support outstanding individuals to become the next generation of public school leaders. The organization trained its first cohort of 13 leaders in New York City and Chicago in 2001. Since then, the total number of New Leaders grew to more than 700 in 2010 in cities from Oakland, Calif., to Washington, D.C., and Memphis, Tenn., to New Orleans, La.

While all New Leaders principals have prior teaching experience, half have spent most of their careers outside education, bringing experiences from universities, private companies, nonprofit organizations, and foundations. With a selectivity rate of less than 7 percent, NLNS has helped its principals turn around urban “dropout factories,” graduating students at higher rates and increasing the percentage of graduates by wider margins than schools led by non-NLNS principals. Students in elementary and middle schools led by New Leaders principals for at least three years also outpaced their peers by statistically significant margins, according to preliminary results of an independent evaluation.7

**The Broad Residency** is a leadership development program that places participants into full-time, high-level managerial positions in school districts, charter management organizations (CMOs), and federal and state departments of education. Candidates for the residency have advanced degrees (e.g., master’s, J.D., or Ph.D) and between four and 21 years of work experience in areas such as finance, operations, strategy, information technology, human resources, and general management. The Broad Residency seeks out candidates who have business experience in particular because they “can bring best practices into an industry that has historically been slow to adopt practices that improve operations.”

Now in its ninth year, the Broad Residency has placed more than 200 residents in more than 50 districts, CMOs, and departments of education nationwide—and more than 90 percent of them have stayed in education after the program. Residents have had immediate impacts on the education of America’s students, such as by reducing deficits and saving instructional positions, streamlining hiring and placement decisions, decreasing time spent on administrative tasks, and developing programs that have increased student attendance and learning outcomes while reducing disciplinary incidents and dropouts.8

**Education Pioneers** is a national nonprofit designed to accelerate education reform by attracting and developing top leaders, managers, and reformers into top management positions in education. Through its fellowship programs, Education Pioneers identifies graduate students and early career professionals from business, law, policy, and education to serve in one of more than 130 organizations across seven cities, including school districts, CMOs, and education nonprofits. To date, Education Pioneers has identified more than 900 emerging leaders, nearly 70 percent of whom have gone on to work full-time in the education field after their fellowship.9
Throughout most of the past century, large and highly successful companies across a variety of settings created something of an American tradition of growing internal talent. Programs designed to groom current employees for future leadership were the primary talent strategy in almost every industry. Since the 1980s, however—amid an initial recession and then unprecedented sustained economic growth—organizations have increasingly had a compelling need to recruit talented leaders from outside their own ranks.10

Today, research and anecdotal evidence suggest that organizations across sectors rely on talent from other organizations, as opposed to internal development pipelines alone, to support their effectiveness and growth.11 Far fewer employees plan to stay with one employer for the majority of their career. For example, in the late 1970s, the typical employee had an average of seven employers in his working lifetime. By 2005, most had more than 10 employers by the time they were 40.12 The expectation of more transient positions, combined with changes in technology and a more dynamic labor market, have made it more difficult for companies to develop internal candidates to meet their leadership demands—especially in high-skill, knowledge-focused professions.13

Researchers have not identified the frequency of importing leadership from other organizations or sectors. But one analysis of the career histories of more than 1,000 CEOs of the largest corporations in Europe and the U.S. found that among all moves that leaders made between employers, one-third took them across industries, and one-fourth involved moves to different segments of the same industry.14

Why do organizations import leaders?

Importing leaders from other organizations and sectors is sometimes essential. Firms tend to import talent when enough qualified candidates simply are not available within the organization. This typically occurs for one of three main reasons: rapid growth, need for innovation, or need for speed. Each of these contexts is relevant to the school turnaround setting, as well.

Growth. Organizations in the midst of rapid growth are particularly likely to look outside for talent, because they typically do not have enough people to promote internally.15 They often must hire staff at all levels, including some senior and middle managers. When achieving a large size quickly, these organizations need people who already have managerial experience, and most internal candidates have not had time to develop these skills. Many of the most notable high-growth organizations of recent generations, including Microsoft and Starbucks, have relied heavily on outside recruiting of managers even as they promoted and developed from within.16

Outside recruiting is particularly necessary when an organization is growing fast in an emerging sector or subsector, where few or no managers are available—internally or externally—who have led precisely the same kind of enterprise. This is a close analogy to turnarounds in chronically failing schools. Districts have only so many school turnaround leaders they can woo away from other districts, and many principals who are effective in less-challenging schools would not succeed in a turnaround situation.

Innovation. When consistent and reliable execution is the main management task, most organizations prefer to develop internal talent when it is available. But
when managers must lead innovation, firms are more likely to hire from the outside.\textsuperscript{17} Especially at the senior level, outside hires tend to introduce different norms and values, which can change the culture of an organization. Where this is a desired result—such as in an environment of rapid change, or in the context of a turnaround—outside hiring can be a powerful catalyst.\textsuperscript{18}

*Speed.* Many firms try to develop talent internally, where they can, because it tends to be cheaper and less disruptive to the organization as a whole. Outside hiring, on the other hand, can be much faster and more targeted to specific hiring needs. Particularly when an organization does not expect to need the new talent for the long term, internal pipeline development becomes an expensive and risky investment, and many find outside hires to be a superior solution.\textsuperscript{19} Successful turnarounds by definition occur rapidly. Leaders who can get things headed in the right direction over a few years and leave behind new routines and practices may be able to move on, leaving the school in the hands of a more traditional principal.

**How do organizations help ensure leaders’ success?**

Firms have learned that it’s not enough to find a great leader—the organization must carefully assess that leader’s fit for the position, and provide intensive and tailored support to ensure his or her success in the new environment. Organizations typically use several strategies to increase the odds that an imported leader will succeed.

*Selecting the right candidates—for the right job.* When firms look to recruit leaders from outside their own boundaries, a growing number take care to profile the leadership position and assess candidates against the competencies required for that position to ensure the best fit (see Sidebar 4).\textsuperscript{20} A star in one position will not necessarily be successful in a similar position in a different industry—particularly if the job involves a significant number of new roles or responsibilities—unless she possesses the underlying competencies necessary to perform that job.\textsuperscript{21}

For example, one study details the experience of a large Japanese manufacturing company that needed to select a senior executive to run a new U.S. plant. The executive would be responsible for the plant start-up in a rural Southern community, and so would need different competencies from those of the typical executive in Japan. Rather than simply using their standard plant manager role description, the Japanese leaders examined the parameters of the new role, identified the competencies required in the new setting, and used these to select a U.S. leader. By understanding the particular demands of the role they sought to fill, the firm was more effective at selecting a candidate with the right competencies to be successful.\textsuperscript{22}

Fortunately, decades of research on behavioral competencies—the patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting that make a person successful at work—have helped to identify the types of characteristics that are necessary in a variety of jobs. These models, outlined for school turnaround leaders in Sidebar 1 (page 2), provide insight into a candidate’s work success that is not dependent on previous experience in a particular job or role. That is, they enable hirers to examine the underlying characteristics that a candidate must bring to a job, even if he or she has not engaged in an identical role in the past—a crucial tool for importing talent.

**Sidebar 4. Key Hiring Considerations for Imported Leaders**

- The candidate’s *underlying competencies*—patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting—that he or she brings to the job
- The candidate’s “*human capital portfolio*” —the extent to which his or her success can be attributed to experience working with colleagues or as part of a team
- Characteristics such as *adaptability* and the *desire for feedback*
- The *cultural fit*—a combination of work habits, beliefs, interactions, and assumptions—that the candidate will bring from his or her previous post
In addition to competencies, research specific to importing talent suggests that three additional considerations are particularly relevant for candidates who enter a sector from the outside:

- The candidate’s “human capital portfolio”—the extent to which his or her success can be attributed to experience working with colleagues or as part of a team—and whether these skills will transfer and be relevant to the new post;23

- Characteristics such as adaptability and the desire for feedback, which can affect the likelihood of taking a more active role in adjusting to new jobs, and can therefore lead to better fit and better performance;24 and

- The cultural fit—a combination of work habits, beliefs, interactions, and assumptions—that the candidate will bring from his or her previous post. One expert suggests that leaders are more likely to be successful in the new position if they are hired from organizations that are culturally similar and have equivalent or fewer resources.25

From a process standpoint, some experts suggest including interviews with future colleagues from different parts of the organization, to meet with and learn about the candidate before he is hired. One leader from Goldman Sachs, for example, explains his experience of hiring an executive from outside the organization: “People were interviewed not only by folks in research but by folks in sales, in equity trading, in fixed income, commodities, currencies, investment banking. So we had a broad range of input with respect to the person that we would be bringing in.” Involving many people in the hiring process can also help with buy-in for new employees, helping to allay any fears about their entry through a less-common route.26

Providing targeted training and support. The failure rate of external hires is similar to rates among most new hires, ranging from 40 to 60 percent in various studies.27 Even with competency assessments and a thorough mapping of the position, it is uncommon for companies to hire an external leader, “provide him or her with a laptop and an administrative assistant, and expect the individual to start producing.”28 Instead, imported leaders typically need some time to get up to speed on their new setting. Organizations often seek to accelerate this learning process by providing tailored initial training on critical aspects of their firm’s operations—including content, processes, resources, and relationships—and offering ongoing support.29

Many organizations also work to create flexibility for the new leader to bring aspects of the management techniques he or she used successfully in the previous industry or firm (such as training, coaching, performance evaluation, budget review, data analysis, etc.) to the new work environment. Accommodating techniques that enabled the leader to be successful in his or previous position capitalizes on strengths, while introducing new—and often needed—systems to the organization.30

A large study comparing practices of 50 very high-growth firms with 50 slower-growing counterparts found that the higher-growth firms provided much more training to their new leaders.31 In the private
sector, executive search firms, leadership coaches, and consultants commonly build specialized “executive onboarding” and training services to add to their client offerings.32

Establishing systems to align behavior with mission. Research suggests that successful companies also take significant steps to align imported leaders’ behavior with the organization’s mission, to help support leader integration and fit with the firm, and their ultimate success.33 Among high-growth organizations in particular, having a mission statement and offering financial incentives for growth and performance excellence were both significant differentiators.34 Higher-growth firms take strong steps to train people and align behavior, because otherwise the influx of new people can muddle both the clarity of performance goals and the organization’s values.35

What challenges arise when importing leaders from other sectors or organizations?

As suggested above, importing leaders from other sectors or organizations can be a powerful talent-building strategy in any setting, but it is not without its challenges.36 Even with a strong initial fit, tailored training and support, and aligned systems, organizations frequently encounter problems that they must address if the new hire is to be successful.

Along with important competencies and experience, imported leaders are likely to bring with them a “repertoire of cognitions and behaviors acquired from prior jobs.”37 These habits and experiences are an inevitable—and in many cases, desirable—part of an external hire, but can significantly influence their approach to the new role. Particularly where these behaviors are rigid and do not fit in the new environment, they can impede the leader’s success.38

Imported leaders will also need time to develop key connections to people and resources in the new organization, which they typically will not bring with them immediately. And even if they have been brought on in part to help change the culture of the organization, they are likely to ruffle feathers as they introduce new routines and expectations.39

Organizations determined to succeed with imported leaders have found that some substantial changes may be necessary to support the new hire. For example, the leader may need to bring familiar faces from previous work into the new leadership team; make changes to systems and processes to accommodate his or her existing knowledge; push for early wins to help build credibility and momentum; change existing contracts to draw on his or her previous relationships; or even redirect the organization’s goals or strategy to draw on new strengths.40 As Harvard Business School talent expert Boris Groysberg explains, “with careful attention to a candidate’s experiences and the firm’s strategy, and a willingness to make bold systemic and strategic commitments, a hiring company can do well wherever it turns for talent.”41
As education and policy leaders consider importing leaders for persistently low-achieving schools, they would do well to build on lessons learned from external hiring in other settings. As cross-sector experiences show, importing leaders from other organizations and sectors is sometimes essential—for example, when enough qualified candidates simply are not available within the current talent pool, or when innovative and rapid approaches are crucial to success. Rather than shuffling principals among struggling schools or accepting less-qualified candidates from traditional routes, state and local leaders can carefully tap leaders with entrepreneurial and turnaround competencies from other settings to expand the pipeline.

Experience from other sectors suggests, though, that education leaders will have to pay close attention to candidates’ qualifications and fit, and provide new types of training and support to help them be successful. For a summary of recommendations for importing leadership in turnaround schools, see Figure 1 (page 11).

Recruitment and screening. One of the appeals of hiring current principals for positions in turnaround schools is that education leaders can examine their work in previous schools as an indicator of future success, lessening the chances of a poor fit. But as noted above, leaders who succeed in turnaround settings typically possess competencies that are different from leaders who have succeeded in already high-performing environments. A leader who has contributed to a dramatic turnaround in a struggling community organization, nonprofit, or other firm may bring more of the necessary skills to a school turnaround than a successful principal in a high-performing school. Similarly, a social entrepreneur who has started and grown a successful organization, dealing with the do-or-die early years as well as ongoing community and board relationships, may also be more likely to bring the right capabilities than a leader of an already-successful firm.

To find candidates in other settings who offer these types of skills and experience, district and state leaders will likely need to leverage their community connections, as well as build cachet by marketing turnaround positions through the unique opportunity they offer to bring about transformative social change. But when hiring candidates from outside education to serve in turnaround schools, education leaders will need to pay close attention to the competencies candidates bring with them to the job—the underlying behaviors, beyond degrees and experience—that will enable them to be successful. While more research is needed in this area, the competency tools referenced in Sidebar 1 (page 2) can help guide education leaders through this screening process.

In addition to underlying competencies, state and local leaders should also consider the candidate’s demonstrated flexibility and ability to adapt to new work situations, and his or her prior success within teams similar to those that are likely to be available in the turnaround school. Other characteristics and skills crucial for the specific position—such as the ability to connect with the local community, or experience with particular types of challenges or populations—will be crucial considerations as well.

Training. District and state leaders must also prepare to offer targeted training and support to help carefully selected leaders get up to speed quickly. For leaders who enter turnaround schools from outside education, training in the elements of highly effective high-poverty schools will be essential. Imported leaders will
also need exposure to the actions common to successful turnarounds, whether they come from other subsets of education such as private schools, other social service sectors, or the private sector. Additional training opportunities should match the needs that the imported leader brings with him or her to the job, to address crucial gaps in education-specific knowledge and potential competency weaknesses identified during selection.

Similar to the highest-quality induction programs for teachers, districts and states could offer this content through “onboarding” programs for new imported leaders, pairing them with a successful turnaround principal or other experts with deep experience with high-need student populations in public K–12 education. They could also operate more intensive programs, providing several weeks of training before the imported leader starts in the new post and continuing throughout the first year or two. To meet the increasing need for turnaround leaders in failing schools, the key will be to take immediate advantage of a high-potential fit while quickly filling crucial knowledge gaps, rather than requiring candidates to complete the same programs on the same timelines as their traditionally trained colleagues.

Support. Education leaders should also consider ways to create the same types of flexibility that leaders in other sectors build to help imported talent be successful. States and districts should enable the new candidate to bring elements of his or her success in the previous setting to the turnaround school, including systems, tools, or talent.

Turnaround schools often fail due to systemic problems around staffing, operations, or a disconnect between services and needs—and if the imported leader’s previous experience will bring fresh solutions to these problems, accommodating his or her previ-
ous techniques is likely to help both the leader and the school be more successful. This may require extending additional flexibility or accommodating deviations from normal district routines related to transportation, schedules, contracts, or data.

In addition, local staff in particular can support the imported leader by providing connections that will enable him or her to quickly build relationships with parents and other members of the school community.

Expectations and rewards. The alignment between behavior and mission that helps imported leaders succeed in other settings will likely be important in the education setting as well. By establishing performance expectations that are clearly aligned with the district or state’s vision for the school, and providing incentives—financial and otherwise—for dramatic learning growth, education leaders can help focus the imported principal’s actions on a rapid turnaround that benefits children immediately.
Given our country’s long history of building internal talent pipelines and the benefits inherent in “growing your own,” it is unsurprising that public schools have relied so extensively upon traditional pipelines, drawing principals almost exclusively from classrooms. But we face a new challenge: thousands of persistently failing schools, and a pool of qualified turnaround leaders that is much too small to meet the need.

In education as in other sectors, the optimal approach to meeting a talent shortage will ideally use a combination of two approaches: drawing high-potential turnaround leaders from among our current principal and teacher ranks, and importing high-potential turnaround leaders from outside the education sector.

Other sectors import leaders from outside their industries and organizations regularly, because they must. In particular, organizations that want to grow fast, innovate, or address talent needs rapidly have learned to use the talents and skills of experienced leaders, even when those leaders have limited knowledge of the industry from within. By learning from research and experience in these settings, states and districts can greatly increase the number of leaders ready to address needs in failing schools, and develop approaches to overcome the challenges that importing leadership may pose.
NOTES


6. The University of Virginia’s School Turnaround Specialist Program also uses concepts from business and other sectors outside education in its credentialing program. See http://www.darden.virginia.edu/web/darden-curry-pile/uva-school-turnaround/program/
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NOTES

37. Dokko et al. (2010).
38. Dokko et al. (2010); Groysberg. (2006); Dokko. (2009).
43. See www.schoolturnarounds.org for updated leader competency resources.